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EMBEDDED

CORE SKILLS
Creativity and
imagination,

Communication

LEARNING

RESOURCES

Audio

resources•

2. n tPES OF

OBJECTS AND
SHAPES

3. COLOUR

4. Origination of
colour

Basic colours

5. COLOUR MIXING

identify shapes of objects

in/outside the classroom;

draw different basic shapes

and label correctly;

identify the shapes with

similar real objects around

them. E.g. Orange, Desk, Cup,

Tin, Notebook etc.

By the end ofthe lesson, pupils

should be able to:

distinguish objects of

different sizes in/outside the

classroom;
draw objects of various sizes

and shapes (small and big);

identify types and size of

objects around them. E.g.

small chair, big chair, small

cup, big cup, big and small

reün e etc.

By the end of the lesson, pupils

should be able to:

explain and trace origin of

colour;

identify the basic colours
(Red, Yellow and Blue)
in/outside the classroom;
relate the basic colours with
objects in/outside the
classroom.

By the end ofthe lesson, pupils
should be able to:

mix basic colours e.g. Red,
Blue, Yellow to get secondary
colours;

identi& secondary colours

in/outside the classroom;
forn a colour wheel, showing
the basic and secondary

colours.

By the end of the lesson, pupils
should be able to:

explain colouring and
functional artwork e.g. Cup,
Basket, Pot etc;

identify some functional

artworks in/outside the
classroom;

draw and colour functional

artworks.

identify 

their shapes and discuss in the

class.

Pupils in pairs, draw and label

different types of basic shape

and share with class.

Pupils as individual , identify

and figure out real object of the

pronounced shape by the

teacher.

Pupils as a class, engage in

gallery walk in the class to

identifr Vpes of objects and

sizes and discuss in the class.

Pupil as individual, draw

combination of small and big

objects. E.G. Spoon and share

with the class.

Pupils in pairs, compare the

sizes of the objects drawn and

display in the class.

Pupils as a class, watch video

clip to trace the origin of colour

and deduce the meaning.

Pupil as individual, identify the

basic colour and pronounce

them.

Pupils in pairs, relate basic

colour with object e.g. Red

book, Blu pencil etc.

Pupils in small groups,

combined two basic colours

and collaboration,
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Creativity and
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Communication
and collaboration,
Critical thinking
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Creativity and

imagination,

Communication
and collaboration,
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Creativity and
imaginaöon,

plane 
shape: 

ILrectangle

triangle, 
tablechair, etc.

Web 
resource•

Audio 
Msual

resources

objects 
like cup

Chairs, Table
Biscuit, etc

Web 
resources:

Audio Visual
Resources:

Samples ofbasic
colours Red, Blue
and Yellow

Web Resources:

https:!/youtllbe/

h946B02151U

Audio Visual

Resources:
together to get secondary Communication and Sample ofbasic
colours e.g. Blue + Red= Purple,
Yellow + Blue: Green.

Pupil as individual, identify

secondary colours in/outside
the classroom.

Pupil as individual, form a
colour wheel showing the basic
and secondary colours.

Pupils in small groups, explain

colouring and colour functional
artworks.

Pupil as individual, identify and
pronounce some functional
artwork.

Pupil as individual, draw and

collaboration,

Critical thinking

and problem

solving
Leadership and

personal

development,

Creativity and

imagination,

Communication

and collaboration,

Critical thinking

and problem

solving,

colour, colour

wheels showing

combinations of

basic colours and

secondary colours

Web Resources:

httos://'autubel

h946B0215 U

Audio Visual

Resources:

Samples of

artwork

Drawn and

coloured Eg

Basket, Pot. Cup,

colour an example of functional
artworks.

Mat etc

Drawing mat

and colours e.g

Cra n
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ART AND CRAFT

TOPICS
LEARNING

0B ECTIVES
LEARNING

EMBEDDEDAcnv1TlF-s IMRNING
CORESKJUS RESOURCES

Web Resources:

By the end of TRADITIONAL the lesson, pupils

SONGS

explain traditional songs and

give examples;

identify some Nigcrian

traditional song;

state some uses of Nigerian

traditional song;

Sing Nigerian taditional

so

TBT/MID.TERM/OPEN DAY

TRADITIONAL By end offre lessom

Pupils as a class, discuss and
cxplain traditional song and
give examples.

Pupil as individual, identify
some Nigerian traditional song
and their uses.

Whole class sing ofthe
Nigerian traditional sorws.

Communication Audio visual
and collaboration,

Critical thinking

and problem

solving

laadership and

developmeng

Ciüænshlp

resources:

Tape recorder, CD

player, DVD

player, television

Web Reources:

OKaC76ZEmTo

DANCE pupils should be able to:

explain traditional dance;

identfy traditional dance in

Nigeria eg. Gada, Bata,

Adlogwu etc;

discuss fre different

ocasions of performing

Pupisl as a class, watch video
dip on tradiüonal danc and
deduc the maninv
Pupil individual identify üie
type of traditional danæ in
Nigeria.

Pupils in small voups, discus

of
performing traditional Ln.

Comuniation

md mll*oradon,

Critial thinhng

and problem

rÜuræ:

solving

Indershlp and
permd
devewnt
Citben.

9. IMPORTANCE OF Bytheend ofåelesson,pupils

MUSIC should be able to:

Pupüs as a

meaning ofmusic

10 INTRODUCNON 

TO CRÆT
MÆ(NG

explain åe meaning of

music,

identi some so

used to teach in åe

discuss åeusesand

im rtanæofmuAc

Byåe end ofbe lesson pupils

should be able to:

explain '*hat craft;

identify types of aafteg

paper craft, hbric craft,

woven craftin/outide the

classroom;

state the usesofcraft

Individual pupil, ider*ifr some

song åat are u.%d in

dassroon

Pupils in disasses the

use/ imporunce ofmusic

Whole dass, aplain åe

maning of

Pupils in small voups,enge

in won to identify Vpes

ofcraE
Pupils as a dass, brainstorm on

the usæ ofcrafts

Individual pupil identify and

and mUabontion,

Critiml åinking

and pr&m

Imdershfp

personal

Communiaüon/co

critial

solving

drums, gong

shakers, wooden

drum, dappers

etc

Web resouræs:

Audio visual

resources:

CD players, piano,

recorder,

notebook

kb Rßource:

vis.nl

paper, øue,

pencil,

fabric

Web rourtß:

IL REVISION

in/outside the classroom;

list some materials in crafts

mention materials in craft

makirw

makirw

12&13. EXAMINATIONS

edudelighttutors.com


